
APTA BOARD OF DIRECTOR MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 4TH 11AM-11:40AM EDT

MEETING WITH SEACREST (CERTIFICATION CONSULTANTS)

PARTICIPANTS: 
Lisa Nemzo, President
Johnny Henderson, VP
Brian Jansen, Secretary
Janice Moore, SeaCrest

AGENDA:
-Update Janice on Certification Changes
-Inquire about contracting with SeaCrest to assist with CGC Charter and next accreditation application

MEETING MINUTES:
LISA - Updated Janice with what’s happening with the CGB being dissolved and inviting people to join the 
CGC.
-Recap of Lisa’s talk with Gerry Rosen
-Recap of Dissolving the CGB and initiating an invite with some former members

JOHNNY 
-not all former CGB members jumped on board to say they wanted to be on CGC
-they are willing to come to the table and ask questions and decide

JANICE 
-She is willing to get on a call with the new CGC .. 
    -to review revised NCCA standards in terms of governance … 
    -to discuss what’s possible for transparency, etc. 

LISA
-Legal Counsel recommended a charter for the CGC and not having their governance enmeshed with the 
APTA bylaws. 
-TO DO’s (per Janice)
-First need to get new CGC together, working, comfortable
-Janice can help get governance charter in place; have legal counsel look over it
- update policies to bring them up to date with changes after dissolution of CGB, based on the charter
-Then working with Gerry or other psychometrician to get the exam updates needed.  

Timeline:
-SeaCrest is working round the clock to get other clients applications into NCCA by end of month but 
shouldn’t take too long to draft.  A few weeks. 

LISA
-In interim… need certificates signed for people who passed exam, and have people who have applied 
and want to take the exam .. how do we handle things in the interim? 

JANICE
-She is surprised that no office staff and no other CGB members than the Chair were involved in 
application reviews or in issuing certificates. 

LISA 
We are in a staff transition process but in the future office staff will be involved in CGC work.  



JOHNNY
Offered to do reviews of applications so people can move forward and take exam, if it’s not undue 
influence. 

JANICE
-You’re not accredited now.  You can pretty much do what you want.  
-This is a dire situation… applications need to be reviewed and certificates need to go out.  
-Pull together an interim steering committee / task force - could include board members (i.e. Johnny) and 
former CGB members who are available (i.e. Carrie Massey or others)  to just get it done.  This is an 
administrative task… you’re not influencing exam content or certification decisions.   Can be done by 
whoever you can get to make it happen.  That process will be fixed and put in the new CGC’s hands 
before we ever have a new accreditation application. 

LISA 
-Gerry Rosen has retired… he has passed torch on to a woman named Tina out of Connecticut. She is 
highly recommended.  

JANICE
- worked with Tina for one other client - has only seen good things. 

JANICE 
-will send contract for a couple flat fees for conference call/governance, charter, 
-hourly or flat fee .. flat fee probably works better because if we have questions clock isn’t running.  takes 
some pressure off. 

JANICE
Who to invite?  
Gerry can be on call if he wants but this isn’t relevant to testing.  
Primarily as many of the CGB members and board members as you can get.  Anyone else who has an 
interest in Certification. 
We will want Gerry’s input when it gets to time of revising test, etc.  His  input will be critical. 
Let’s look at dates.  Janice is out Apr 19-22nd.  Lisa out 24-29th.

April 11th 9-11am, 12-3pm
April 12th up tis 3pm
Apr 13th - open til 1pm
Apr 14th - 1-3pm
Apr 15th - up tis 3:30pm

-She will get a proposal together and send it off. Itemize different stages of the process and offer hourly & 
flat fee.  

-Will take a couple weeks for her to draft a charter. Per Johnny’s request,  she can at least pull together 
key elements of what we want to include in the charter for their review, although the charter draft itself will 
not be ready.

-Per Brian’s request, she will make sure when the charter is drafted it includes some checks and balances 
to insure information is properly backed up and shared both internally within CGC and externally with 
office and/or Board as appropriate.  


